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Forms of learningForms of learning

 Formal education and learning

 Non-formal education and learning

 Informal learning



Literary method as a type ofLiterary method as a type of
nonnon--formal learningformal learning
 Most often the text of a lesson is written in a formal language and then is

adapted to the majority of population and is suitable to be followed by the
majority of students. Implementation of some literary stories into e-
lessons represents the type of non-formal learning, which can be
implemented in the process of e-learning. The rigid formal style of
presenting teaching materials can be transformed into a more dynamic
literary story. The story has to contain elements of a teaching unit that a
lesson should provide. Regardless the fact the lessons are presented in a
form of a literary story, they should also provide systematic approach to
teaching process, so that it is presented in a logical order, and not ad
hock. The lesson structure and learning process should be clearly defined.
Only lessons that are organized in this way, are submitted to systematic
quality check and can control the maintenance of quality. Besides
presenting the teaching materials in the form of a literary story, it is also
recommended that the author put some questions in that text, which are
the most often dilemmas among students in the field they are dealing with.
On the basis of teacher’s previous experiences, the text should also
outline the most frequent mistakes made by students.



Literary method as a type ofLiterary method as a type of
nonnon--formal learning (1/2)formal learning (1/2)



Literary method as a type ofLiterary method as a type of
nonnon--formal learning (2/2)formal learning (2/2)



Implementation & ResultsImplementation & Results

 Implementation of the mentioned method into
the e-course „Digital picture processing 1“

 102 students of three study programs
(Telecommunication, Internet Technologies,
and Postal and Banking Technologies) attended
the course in the period from January till March
2012.

 The majority of students were at the age
between 20 and 22. They all use computers and
Internet mastering a medium and advanced
skills level.











ConclusionConclusion
 It has been observed that there is a correlation

between students orientation towards certain
study areas and an acceptance of the literary
method of learning.

 Students from the study program of Postal and
Banking Technologies have much better
accepted this learning method and have
expressed a positive attitude towards it
compared with students from other study
curriculums: Telecommunications and Internet
Technologies.
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